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CHAPTER 1

Authentic

The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are.

—  C. G. Jung

SO LET’S START SOMEWHERE A BIT SCARY AND DEFINITELY PER-

sonal. Who do you say you are, through words and actions, to the 

outside world?

The very idea of being authentic can be a difficult one to grasp 

and hold on to. We must learn to confront the mask we so comfort‑

ably wear to work every day. Only then can we recognize how dif‑

ferent this mask makes us from our true inner self—that person, in 

our quiet moments, who grapples between our deeply seated values 

and the messy details of work and life.
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Own Your Mask

There is a wonderful nonprofit in Michigan called Ele’s Place. It 

was named for a baby girl, Ele Stover, who died at eleven months 

old and left behind a grieving family, including four siblings who 

had great difficulty processing the painful loss of their youngest 

sister.

At Menlo, we often hold “Lunch and Learns,” bringing differ‑

ent leaders from the community into our office and engaging with 

them over a brown bag lunch. The leadership team of Ele’s Place 

came into Menlo for one of these Lunch and Learns to share their 

history and their work in ending the silent suffering of those griev‑

ing the loss of a family member.

They walked us through their program, explaining the activi‑

ties they offer family members, particularly children, to connect 

with others who have suffered similar loss. One of the exercises 

they do with their group members is to create laminated place mats 

with drawings of their loved ones’ favorite meals, so they could still 

share dinnertime with the lost sibling or parent. It was so touching 

to hear how this helped kids navigate their grief and we were all 

moved by what was written on each of these thoughtful creations. 

Reading “I miss you, Dad” tore me up inside as I thought of my own 

daughters.

The most poignant artifacts the Ele’s Place team brought with 

them were hard white plastic masks, similar to those you might see 
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at a costume party. Each mask was personalized by the young, griev‑

ing family members. On the outside of the mask, the  kids—  typically 

teens figuring out how to express their confusing swirl of  feelings— 

 would write the emotions they hoped the rest of the world would 

see, things like “I’m doing OK,” “I’m better now,” “I’m fine,” “I’ve 

moved on,” or even just “Happy,” “Fun,” or other positive emotions. 

On the inside of the masks, they wrote what they truly felt, those 

emotions they didn’t feel comfortable sharing with the public. Those 

words were very different: “When will the pain go away?” “Why 

God?” “Lonely,” “Scared,” “Hurting,” “Abandoned,” “Bitter,” “Lost,” 

“Guilty,” or “Angry.”

As the Ele’s Place team explained to us, the teens shared the 

inside of their masks with each other. Of course, many of the same 

words and phrases showed up on everyone’s “inside masks.” For 

the first time since their loss, these teens realized that others 

shared their feelings, which allowed them to open up in new ways 

and begin to authentically process their broken hearts.

I think sharing the inside of our masks is the hardest part of 

authenticity, especially for leaders. On the outside, the mask of a 

leader would likely say “Strong,” “Successful,” “Confident,” “Com‑

petent,” “Ambitious,” “In charge,” or other words we believe the 

world wants us to be. But what does a leader’s mask say on the in‑

side? “Scared?” “Worried?” “Overwhelmed?” “Stressed?” “Unpre‑

pared?” I know mine would. And I bet our masks would look a lot 

more similar than we’ve ever really acknowledged.
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Bringing Our Whole Self to Work

Is this desire to present a better face to the world than the one we 

see in ourselves a necessary component of leadership? Do we really 

want to expose our most vulnerable selves to those we lead?

I believe authenticity is less about putting on display the full 

range of emotions we experience every day and more about sharing 

our masks so our teams can see who we really are. How many of us 

are one person at home and a completely different person at work? 

This may be the biggest danger of the modern workplace: that we 

are practically forced to live a lie most of our waking hours and 

then we go home to  self‑  medicate—  literally or  figuratively—  to 

avoid looking at our side of the mask. Like the grieving teens at 

Ele’s Place, we can’t begin to heal from the stress of presenting a 

false face at work until we realize how many of us are doing the 

same thing and experiencing the same feelings of fear, uncertainty, 

inadequacy, and so on.

The “living lie” culture of workplaces is often rooted in the idea 

that what is happening outside of work must be compartmental‑

ized and denied in order to be seen as the perfect employee or boss 

at work. Work then becomes the place to pretend that those other 

realities don’t exist. This starts early in our careers and often accel‑

erates as we move up the ladder. Often, those who succeed rapidly 

are seen as universally available to work. Their personal lives aren’t 

just in the back seat but locked in the trunk, gagged and bound.
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To develop ourselves as leaders we need to bring ourselves to 

work. Our whole selves, trouble and all.

A few years ago, one of our team members was struggling with 

his health for some time. He was due to have surgery to remove a 

dangerous tumor. He shared this news with James and me and 

asked for it to remain private, which we understood and honored. 

But he then decided independently to share the news with the 

team, as he would be gone for the foreseeable future to heal and 

hopefully recover from his surgery. He took the floor at our daily 

standup meeting to share how scared he was about the upcoming 

surgery. One team member, Eric S., reacted to this shocking news by 

walking up to that brave employee and giving him a hug. It warmed 

my heart beyond words to see we created an environment where 

this kind of outpouring of compassion could be offered publicly and 

without hesitation.

Authenticity doesn’t only need to come at moments of crisis. 

Life and work meet every single day. For example, many of us have 

heard the phrase “mommy track,” or more rarely, “daddy track,” 

used to describe people who are trying hard to balance work and 

family life, often to the detriment of their career success. This pe‑

jorative trivialization of caregiving, one of the most important roles 

a human being can undertake, is direct evidence that we need to 

change our  mind‑  sets about the role of life as it relates to work.

I love when people learn that we allow newborns to be brought 

into work every  day—  not as a daycare option but rather to be with 

their parent. As much as people are intrigued by this possibility, I 

often hear the question, “Aren’t you afraid of the loss of productivity?”
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My response is always, “Compared to what?”

How much do worry, anxiety, and scheduling mayhem rob 

a parent of their productivity? How much productivity is “lost” 

when a parent must dash out the office when the daycare calls 

with an incident? And how much do we  gain—  as individuals and a 

community—  when we see a smile, hear a giggle, or get the chance 

to witness a baby’s very first steps?

As a leader I want to encourage people bringing their vulnera‑

bility and full lives to work, yes. But don’t  forget—  aspiration is a 

part of authenticity too. There will always be a part of work that is 

“Fake it till you make it.” I think that’s absolutely fine. We should 

always be striving for betterment,  self‑  improvement, and personal 

transformation. Where we go wrong is asking different, more in‑

sidious questions. What kind of leader does the world expect me to 

be? What kind of leader does my boss want me to be? What leaders 

seem to achieve the greatest financial success and how can I get the 

same prize they did? A much more  interesting—  and  useful—  question 

is What kind of leader do I want to be? Asking this constantly is yet 

another way of bringing your whole self to work.

Fighting Fear by Building Trust

I am neither an expert nor a student of such things, but I suspect 

that our most powerful human fear is the fear of loneliness or aban‑

donment. Different from a desire for alone time, this is the feeling 

that we are cut off from others and must fend for ourselves against 

a dangerous world. Perhaps our survival instincts, honed over the 
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millennia, taught us that isolation and abandonment were our 

greatest life threat. If our community abandoned us in our primi‑

tive days, we were left vulnerable to starvation, cold, and attack by 

wild animals or enemies. The dangers of our  present‑  day world are 

different, yet abandonment and isolation in our work lives can lead 

us down the path to unemployment and all the scary consequences 

that implies. If career survival is first and foremost on our minds, 

fear rules our days, and we behave like our primal selves, not our 

evolved selves.

What is most frightening about this emotion is that we can feel 

such fearful loneliness even when we are surrounded by others. 

Obviously, there is much more going on here than simply the ab‑

sence of others. Perhaps its basis is the absence of relationships 

with others. But how does anyone really build a relationship with 

another human being?

Our belief at Menlo is that relationships can be built only by 

spending time together. Many  forward‑  thinking organizations 

have similarly concluded that positive interteam relationships are 

crucial to organizational success and spend time on  relationship‑ 

 building events such as company picnics, ropes courses, game nights, 

Lunch and Learns, and shared mealtimes.

We do these kinds of activities as well. But our best  team‑ 

 building exercise is that we actually work together.

Teamwork is a necessary component of authentic leadership. 

We cannot authentically lead others with whom we have no rela‑

tionship and there is no better formula for building relationships 

than spending time together.

James and I can help the situation immensely by not creating a 
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 dog‑  eat‑  dog,  fear‑  based environment. If we keep fear at bay, people 

will feel psychologically safe at work. When they feel safe over 

time, trust has the chance to develop and true collaboration can 

occur. If these components roll along for long enough, then we can 

get  high‑  performing teams, the kind that produce human energy 

and innovative solutions for difficult problems.

If we encourage people to build relationships in a safe environ‑

ment where they feel valued, not threatened, the masks can start 

to come off. We can start to see each other as loving, caring, com‑

plicated people rather than simply coworkers, staff, employees, or, 

worse, resources on an org chart.

If you came to observe Menlonians for a while, you’d think we 

were obsessed with this whole working together thing. Our office 

opens around 8 a.m. and closes around 6 p.m. We are an in‑person 

company that provides no electronic tether lines to work outside 

the office. Thus, we all work together all day long, five days a week. 

We know this is very controversial in some workplace revolution 

circles, but we believe you lose something important when you 

are not together.

We do also find a way to integrate remote team members, even 

if it isn’t the norm for us. We are hypervigilant about avoiding the 

isolation and loneliness described above, and making sure “out of 

sight, out of mind” does not take root in our culture. For example, 

each time we send out a team email inviting people out to drinks on 

a Friday evening to celebrate closing a deal, we think about our 

traveling team members and how they can be included in the cele‑

bration.
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We hire and train specifically for togetherness and the ability 

to build relationships. All initial interviews are group interviews. 

At your first interview with our company, we pair you with another 

candidate to work on a problem set and tell you that your mission is 

to make your pair partner look good and try to help them get a sec‑

ond interview.

Once you’re in at Menlo, you work closely with people across 

the company every single day. Our daily standup meeting includes 

our whole team. Whoever is in the room at the time (including 

 visitors, dogs, babies, kids) come to standup to discuss what they 

are working on, where they need help, and any other information 

they’d like to share. We include our remote team members virtu‑

ally via FaceTime and send out highlighted notes immediately after 

our standup so those traveling to client sites are kept in the loop of 

daily conversations.

Above  all—  and what most visitors to our company notice  first— 

 is that we work in pairs. Two people work together on any given 

task. We even use electronics cleverly (screen sharing, video cam‑

eras, and audio pucks) to pair with our remote team members. This 

is dynamic: the specific pairings never last more than a week. There 

is a decided strategy to get everyone to pair with everyone else at 

some point. With this system, you can’t help but learn something 

about people you work  alongside—  their style, their experience, 

their strengths, and even weaknesses. Some of it may be quite 

 personal, though it doesn’t have to be.

When we communicate with each other inside the company, we 

don’t use electronics, but rather what we lovingly call  High‑  Speed 
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Voice  Technology—  we talk to one another in real time, face‑to‑face. 

This system encourages eye contact and proximity. Because of this 

we ban ear buds and headphones, as we want people to be available 

to one another.

We didn’t adopt these practices because we distrust our team 

members and want layers of oversight. Rather, we think this envi‑

ronment makes it easier for people to be their authentic  selves—  and 

difficult for them to hide behind a version of whom they “think” 

people want to see.

This work style requires authentic leadership to be successful. 

In our paired environment, you can start to practice by leading just 

one other person to embrace an idea you have. By switching pairs 

frequently, you learn that different people have different styles of 

influence that work for them. Some need you to inspire them. Oth‑

ers need cold, hard logic. Some need to try something first and 

learn, while others just want to be taught and then try. Above all, 

you need leaders to keep the trains running on time, encouraging 

this practice and bringing their own best and most authentic selves 

to work as example and proof of how it all works.

One more thing: when I describe this “high relationship” envi‑

ronment, our myriad visitors rush to the defense of the introverts 

who compose most of the software industry. They assume this 

setup could never work for them. Our evidence suggests exactly 

the opposite: we have a couple of strong extroverts on the team, but 

most of our team members are introverts (including my cofounder) 

or ambiverts like me. What I’ve learned through almost twenty 

years of observation is that introverts don’t need sensory depriva‑
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tion and isolation to thrive as much as safer, deeper relationships. 

They get that in our space. Our environment isn’t social hour and 

chitchat. It’s hard work done together, in a space where people feel 

safe and encouraged to be their true selves.

Reflected Best Self

One of the best things about bringing our authentic selves to work 

is that by doing so, we can grow and help one another turn vulner‑

abilities into strengths.

The mask exercise we learned from Ele’s Place requires that 

we first look at our own inside masks and be honest with our harsh‑

est critic: ourselves. Most of us, when looking hard at ourselves, 

will focus on the negative rather than the positive. We will wallow 

in  self‑  doubt and convince ourselves that the worst thing we could 

do is reveal the inside of our leadership mask to the world when we 

don’t even enjoy looking at it ourselves. We’re also bad at identify‑

ing our natural gifts and  talents—  those things that make us special 

leaders, leaders worth following. We don’t focus on what comes 

easy to us, instead dwelling on what’s difficult or “bad.”

But what if we could team with others to discover the traits 

that are the very best parts of our inside mask? What would happen 

if just for a day we quieted our inner negative voice and listened 

only to the positive, encouraging voice that keeps saying, “I know 

this is hard, but you are doing so well. Keep it up. Let me tell you 

how many things you are doing  right . . . ”
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The academics at the University of Michigan Ross Business 

School’s Center for Positive Organizations shared with us a useful 

exercise, the Reflected Best Self Exercise, to practice aspirational 

authenticity. It’s simple: you enlist a set of trusted colleagues and 

friends to write stories about when you were at your best. These 

can be personal, private stories about when you were the best 

friend you could be, or stories of things you did at work that brought 

out the best in someone else. Once you receive and process the 

 stories (be sure to take some time to just revel in them), you look 

for words and thoughts that are in common across the stories. 

You then create a “best‑ self portrait.” Warning: we have used this 

several times at Menlo, and when you receive the feedback from 

these friends and colleagues, make sure to have a box of tissues 

nearby. You may be shocked to learn what an amazing person you 

are. There is in fact a physiological response we have when we re‑

ceive this kind of feedback; the Ross academics have done research 

that shows our immune responses increase in saliva tests, for ex‑

ample. It’s no wonder we are stressed most of the time, considering 

how little positive appreciative feedback we get during a regular 

workday.

Kealy is one of the Menlonians who has participated in this 

exercise. As she said, “The stories I received from people were in‑

valuable.”

Here is her portrait:
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Can you imagine how powerful it is to have this kind of  self‑ 

 portrait? I encourage you to do a similar exercise to get to know 

what your authentic superpowers  are—  to understand what really 

works for you as a leader, and to reflect and build on those skills 

instead of passively accepting them and focusing only on your defi‑

ciencies, real or imagined.

If You Thought This Step Was  Hard . . .

We can’t climb straight up the leadership mountain. It will never 

be that easy. We must use the equivalent of switchbacks to weave 
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our way up. If we get to authenticity on a regular basis (rest assured 

you’ll never get there and stay there), and we start to feel appreci‑

ated and honored for the person and leader we really are, then we 

are ready for the more difficult next part of the climb.
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